Sweet Little Sinners Church Social (Naughty Nikki And Her BFFs Book
5)

In this lesbian romance, Nikki decides to
let Julie all the way in and she decides her
only way to resolve her conflicting feels
for Julie are to work them out physically.
Just when Julie thinks she will have to wait
another week to be alone with Nikki, she is
unexpectedly surprised. Find out just how
naughty the two are when they finally
unleash their passions together. Naughty
Nikki and her BFFs Series is a thrilling tale
of misunderstandings, revenge and
eventually redemption. For these five
friends when their passions run high often
their judgment is impaired, their best
intentions are mistaken for something else
and rumors spread like wildfire. This is
book five of the Naughty Nikkis BFF
series. This coming of age story tells the
cautionary tale of how rumors can destroy
friendships, and how we often hurt the one
we love the most. In Book Five Nikki and
Julie finally give into to what has been
there for both of them all along.
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